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OBJECTIVES
Explain what an event is

Give an example of
events in real life

Build a simple clicker
game

NEW KEYWORDS
EVENT

An event is an action that
causes something to happen. 

INTRODUCTION 5-7 min

An event is an action that causes something to happen. 

Review concepts covered in prior weeks. Can students provide
real life examples of each of the concepts?

Let’s discuss what event is in computer programming.

Let’s see how it works in real life:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0WV9shCoak

Watch this video on Youtube:

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

ALGORITHM
An algorithm is the set of steps to follow to finish a task
and achieve desired outcome.

SEQUENCE
A Sequence is the order in which commands are
performed. Sequences are the foundation of algorithms.

BUGS
Bugs in code are mistakes that prevent our code from
running correctly.

DEBUGGING
Debugging is looking at the code one step at a time to
either make sure the code is correct or figure out which
part doesn't work.

INPUT
Inputs is data that a computer receives.

OUTPUT
Output is data that a computer sends.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0WV9shCoak&feature=youtu.be
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INTRODUCTION

UNPLUGGED ACTIVITY: BIG EVENTS

Pink Button -> Say “Wooooo!”
Teal Button -> “Yeah!”
Purple Dial -> “Boom!”
Green Button -> Clap
Orange Dial -> Stomp

Counting to 10

Download (The Big Event Controller - C - Google
Docs) or draw the activity Controller button, like the
one on the page.

Decide (teacher or together with the class) what
each button does. We suggest:

Practice tapping the buttons and having your players
(students) react. Hint – if it is too much to remember,
limit to just three buttons. If you feel like adding the
moves – go for it! You are in charge and you can
program your controller.

Add some button sequences into the mix and have
the players try to keep up with their sounds. Once
everyone knows which button means which action,
they are ready to play.

Let your players know that every time you push a
button, it is an “event” that lets them know what they
are expected to do next.

Get the players started on a planned task before
interrupting them again with the buttons. We suggest: 

Once all players are counting, interrupt them by
pressing any of the above buttons in any desired
order.



https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/416049314/

DINO HUNT GAME

20-30 min

CONCLUSION
5-7 min
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INTRODUCTION

UNPLUGGED ACTIVITY: BIG EVENTS
(CONT.)

Do it a few times so all the players can understand the
difference between actions that are guided by a plan
(them counting zero to 10) and those that are event
driven (you pressing the button). This is exactly how
computers react to events when you are writing code.

DEVELOPMENT
Share the Dino Hunt Game with kids:

Discuss the elements of the game. 
Break down all the elements of the game for the kids

e.g. first, let’s set up the game and add the sprites and
backdrops we need

Encourage kids creativity in choosing their own sprites and
backdrops.
Walk kids through the steps of building the game.
Debug as needed.

If some kids are struggled with the code, share the finished project
at the end of the class and have them go back and explore on
their own.

PROJECT
EXTENSION

Change the sound to a
different one or change the
colors of the costume

Additional challenges:

CODE FOR
DINO HUNT

PROJECT

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to
learn.

Review key concepts you
learned today. Have a handful
of kids share:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/408443188/

